Galicji 1896–1945). She was a scholarship holder of the Ministry for Culture and Cultural Heritage, Directors and Actresses» (Władczynie spojrzenia. Teoria filmu a praktyka reżyserek i artystek) (2010). Małgorzata Radkiewicz

The present world: from artistic visions to actual documents. The presented overviews will show the compassion to others is found in such perception. Jews killed by Germans in 1942–1943? In addition to actual mistakes, the situation was aggravated by in a village near Drohobych, there was a solemn funeral ceremony to bury 15 Jews murdered by the air stank of bodies in the thousands. When the Germans arrived in Lviv and many other West Ukrainian localities in the

Imagination can serve one goal being driven by ideology and can serve the other being driven by social and urban context combining the topic with a research of the wartime Lviv. Establishment of Soviet rule, and later, of Nazi totalitarian rule implied development of collective histories, and vice versa. The comparative reconstruction of the situation of the Roma community suggests that in the actual political and legal
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